
EBU Tournament Review

Event: Northern Year End Congress Date: 27.12.15 Venue: Dunkenhalgh Hotel
TD's: Stuart Davies, Phil Godfrey, Rob Turner

Did you enjoy the event?

Very much 13 Yes 11 No 1

In principle how likely are you to enter this event again (assuming same format etc)

Definitely would 10 Probably 13 Unlikely 1 Not 1

Reasons for would not:

Please mark only the aspect of the event which were 'excellent' and those which 'require
improvement'

Excellent Improvement
14 Venue 3
14 Playing conditions 3
12 Schedule 6
17 Competition format 2
19 Directors/Organisation 2
10 Catering/refreshments 6
14 Pre-congress service 2

Would you have preferred (choose any which apply):

Earlier start 7 Earlier finish 6 Longer intervals 0

Later start 1 Later finish 1 Shorter intervals 7

What would your preferred venue be for future Year End Congresses?

Dunkenhalgh 10 Blackpool 9 Don't mind 6

Total Returns 25
Number of attendees 142

Comments
Break much too long on second day x2
Rather cold in playing area x2
Teas and coffees should be included x1
Do not like the accommodation booking arrangements x1
Having to sit in the car-park to eat picnic lunch does not encourage attendance x1
Service at breakfast poor x1
Would only like to go back to Blackpool if it was the Hilton Hotel x1
The finish is much too late first day x1
Saturday is a long day x1
Playing area is a bit dark x1
A welcome coffee would be appreciated x1
The TD's allow some players too much leeway to finish the round x1
A bit concerned with the falling numbers how long the event can be sustained x1
Would not want to play at this event again if the numbers fall any more x1
Perhaps a change of format needed (Danish for Swiss Pairs?) to attract more players x1
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